Social scientists have recently turned to analyzing text using tools from natural language processing like word embeddings to measure concepts like ideology, bias, and affinity. However, word embeddings are difficult to use in the regression framework familiar to social scientists: embeddings are are neither identified, nor directly interpretable. I offer two advances on standard embedding models to remedy these problems. First, I develop Bayesian Word Embeddings with Automatic Relevance Determination priors, relaxing the assumption that all embedding dimensions have equal weight. Second, I apply work identifying latent variable models to anchor the dimensions of the resulting embeddings, identifying them, and making them interpretable and usable in a regression. I then apply this model and anchoring approach to two cases, the shift in internationalist rhetoric in the American presidents' inaugural addresses, and the relationship between bellicosity in American foreign policy decision-makers' deliberations. I find that inaugural addresses became less internationalist after 1945, which goes against the conventional wisdom, and that an increase in bellicosity is associated with an increase in hostile actions by the United States, showing that elite deliberations are not cheap talk, and helping confirm the validity of the model.
Introduction
Important questions in the social sciences turn on the meanings of words used to express ideas like language change, emotion, and ideological affinity (Hamilton et al., 2016; Rheault et al., 2016; Pomeroy et al., 2018) . One increasingly popular way to represent meaning, originating in natural language processing, is through the use of word embeddings. This class of models learns a set of coefficients which encode meaning by predicting a word given the surrounding words (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) . These coefficients are the embeddings, which can then be used to analyze word meanings.
Unfortunately, existing embedding models are not always appropriate for answering social scientists' questions. Embeddings are not identified, and the dimensions are not directly interpretable, which makes it difficult to perform statistical inference on the embeddings produced by standard models, for example, using them as covariates in a regression model. 1 To resolve these issues, I cast word embeddings as a Bayesian latent variable model. Identifying multidimensional latent variable models is a known problem, and I draw on solutions proposed in the ideal point modeling literature (Rivers, 2003; Clinton et al., 2004) to render embeddings interpretable and usable in a regression framework. I demonstrate these results on two corpora: a collection of inaugural addresses, and a selection of declassified diplomatic documents from the Foreign Relation of the United States. In the inaugural addresses, I find rhetoric became more domestically-focused after 1945, a shift which existing social science approaches cannot detect. This finding stands in contrast to what existing theories of international relations would have us expect. In the FRUS documents, I find that more bellicose rhetoric results in more aggressive American foreign policy behavior, helping confirm that elite deliberation matters for shaping foreign policy, and that the measurements I create correlate with existing datasets, helping to establish the validity of the model results.
Social Science and Embedding Models of Language
Traditional approaches to creating variables from text in the social sciences involve human coders, who assign documents to categories based on predefined criteria. However, this approach is expensive, and does not scale. Text as data techniques attempt to solve this problem through the use of natural language processing techniques to convert a corpus of text into numeric objects which makes inference possible (Grimmer and Stewart, 2013; Gentzkow et al., 2017) . These techniques allow scholars to create variables and operationalize concepts in corpora that are too large for human coding, and investigate ideas which cannot be measured directly (unlike indicators like Gross Domestic Product or population). While a variety of models have been proposed to create variables from political text, including scaling models (Lowe et al., 2011) , and topic models (Blei et al., 2003; Grimmer, 2010; Roberts et al., 2016) , these approaches focus on the document as the unit of analysis. Word embeddings, which have a long history in the natural language processing literature (see Turney and Pantel (2010) for an extensive review of pre-neural network models), have recently been embraced by social scientists for their potential for inference at the word level. Modern neural word embedding models learn a low-dimensional representation of a word as a dense vector by either factorizing a word co-occurrence matrix or predicting the cooccurrence of a pair of words using a single-layer neural network. Among the best known of these models is word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) , which proposed an efficient model for learning embeddings, framing embedding learning as a prediction task, rather than a factorization task.
For social scientists, word embeddings are a powerful tool because they can represent the meanings of individual words. Embeddings can help isolate patterns in corpora that are expensive to label, and make apparent latent phenomena not observable through simple document-feature counts such as patterns of semantic change, (Hamilton et al., 2016) , cultural assumptions and biases (Caliskan et al., 2017; Kozlowski et al., 2018; Garg et al., 2018) , and ideological affinity in international organizations (Pomeroy et al., 2018) .
However, these embeddings can be problematic for social science research, where scholars care about both model identification and interpretable results. Embeddings are multidimensional latent variable models, which are not, by default, identified: a known problem with this class of model, where multiple permutations of latent dimensions can result in the same observed data (Rivers, 2003; Clinton et al., 2004; Aldrich et al., 2014) . However, by anchoring points on these dimensions, it is possible to present identified and interpretable dimensions. In the ideal-point literature, these anchors represent ideological "endpoints," with theory guiding the selection of which legislators are most liberal and conservative. Choosing words as anchors with a large number of dimensions is more difficult than choosing legislators, however, I offer a solution below.
There have been multiple efforts at developing Bayesian word embeddings (Rudolph et al., 2016; Barkan, 2017; Ji et al., 2017; Havrylov and Titov, 2018) , however, none of these have exploited the key advantage of Bayesian inference: the ability to quantify the uncertainty in parameter estimates, and use prior information to inform parameter estimates. The one approach that has incorporated both uncertainty and hypothesis testing is Han et al. (2018) , who offer both measures of uncertainty, and a way to test the effect of metadata on the similarity of embeddings, however, this approach does not account for identification problems in the learned embeddings.
Bayesian Word Embeddings
In this section, I develop word embeddings as Bayesian latent variable models estimated with variational inference, following similar work for probabilistic principal components analysis (Bishop, 1999) and ideal-point models (Imai et al., 2016) . I first discuss the embedding model setup, add Automatic Relevance Determination priors to the model, and then, present the variational updates to estimate the model.
Word embeddings predict the probability of a word-context pair co-occurring, and because the co-occurrence is a binary variable (Y ij = 1 if w i and w j co-occur, 0 otherwise), I use a probit link function to model the probability of cooccurrence.
(1) X X X and β β β are K × I (or K × J, respectively) -dimensional matrices, Y Y Y is an I ×J co-occurrence matrix, the corpus contains I words and J context words. Each embedding vector (x x x i or β β β j ) has a K-dimensional multivariate normal prior.
Most existing approaches to word embeddings contain no measures of uncertainty, or the covariance between dimensions. This can be a problem during estimation, as the model attempts to put equal weight on all dimensions. To resolve this, I use Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) priors, which place a separate gamma-distributed scalar (e.g. α X k ) on the diagonal for each dimension of the covariance matrix (MacKay and Neal, 1994; Bishop, 1999) . These priors penalize unnecessary model dimensions, improving model fit.
This specification results in the following likelihood:
(2) For Bayesian models like this, the goal is to estimate posterior distributions of the parameters most likely to have produced the observed data. Given the joint density (probability of data and parameters), we want to calculate the conditional density of the parameters by evaluating the following integral (notation follows Bishop (1999) ):
where θ θ θ = {Z Z Z, X X X, β β β, α α α X , α α α β }. This integral is analytically intractable, so we transform the integral using Jensen's inequality:
where L(Q) is evidence lower bound (ELBO). The difference between the true model P (Y ) and variational approximation L(Q) can be represented is the Kullbeck-Leibler divergence:
so we turn to a mean-field variational approximation to estimate the model, minimizing the Kullbeck-Leibler divergence (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008; Blei et al., 2017) . This requires assuming that the approximation to the posterior can be factorized:
and that appropriate approximating distributions can be found. In this case, the requirement is met: z ij is approximated with a truncated normal, x x x i and β β β j are approximated with multivariate normals, and α X k and α β k are approximated with gamma distributions. This factorization and approximation can be further factorized into the following parameter updates:
where c x 0 , d x 0 , c β 0 , d β 0 are hyperparameters set by the user. Convergence is monitored via change in the ELBO, and when change drops below a user-specified threshold, the model is considered converged. This model is implemented in the R package bwe. 2
Identifying Model Output
The output from multidimensional latent variable models is not identified, as many possible permutations of latent values can produce the same observed data (Rivers, 2003) . However, by fixing K(K + 1) linearly independent values (anchors), users can guarantee the embedding matrix is identified (Rivers, 2003; Clinton et al., 2004; Bafumi et al., 2005) . To determine these anchors in the ideal point modeling literature, theory drives the endpoint selection: Clinton et al. (2004) fix both points for Jesse Helms, Ted Kennedy, and Lincoln Chaffee as right, left, and center anchors, respectively, in a K = 2 model. While theory should always motivate modeling choices, determining theoretically motivated anchors when K ranges from 50 to 300 can be difficult. I propose a solution: theory can motivate initial anchor selection, and then, for each additional anchor, the most cosine dis-similar word is chosen as the opposite anchor. This allows the analyst to specify theoretically motivated opposites as initial anchors, and then, resulting anchors are chosen from remaining words. I provide an implementation of this algorithm in the R package bwe.
Interpreting Model Output
Anchoring the embeddings ensures they are identified, however, they are still not in a format which allows for ready interpretability in the regressionbased models social scientists are most familiar with. To transform embeddings so that they can be used in regression, I opt for a modification of the anchoring approach discussed above. For this approach, the user specifies a pair of endpoints for a dimension, where the endpoints of interest are set to 1 and −1. This can be applied to as many dimensions as necessary, and then the automatic, cosine-based anchoring is used for the rest of the dimensions. An affine transformation is then used to transform the embedding matrix relative to the chosen anchors.
2 https://github.com/adamlauretig/bwe.
A key advantage of this approach is that because two anchors are supplied, words are scaled on this dimension. For example, while simply choosing "war" as an anchor results in the results words scaled according to their similarity with "war", setting "war" and "peace" as opposite anchors (1 and −1, respectively) allows for a measure of bellicosity in a corpus.
This method can be applied to as many words/concepts as the user is interested in (as the automated cosine similarity will handle the other dimensions), and, of note for social scientists, each of these word scalings, which are I × 1, can be multiplied by a D × I document-term matrix: D × I * I × 1, scaling the documents in a corpus according to dimensions of interest. These document values can then we used in a regression, and the coefficients can be interpreted in a straightforward way.
Inaugurals and Internationalism
In an initial test of this model, I investigate whether the United States saw itself in a new, global role after 1945, as perceived in presidents' inaugural addresses. After 1945, the United States was the global hegemon, and international relations theory argues that this resulted in a shift in American attitudes towards the world (Mearsheimer, 2001) . It has been shown that the public takes elite cues on various issues (Zaller, 1992; Druckman and Jacobs, 2015) , and since foreign-policy is generally viewed as an eliteled phenomenon (Aldrich et al., 2006) , I explore whether, after the second World War, inaugural addresses were more internationally focused than those before the war.
I use the corpus of inaugural addresses available in the quanteda R package (Benoit et al., 2018) , which contains 58 speeches. I keep words which occur with frequency > 5, and then lowercase and tokenize the texts, resulting in 2705 words. I estimate the model with a context window of 9, with 5 negative samples for every positive sample, and and the number of dimensions K = 50. After fitting the model, I compare three possible anchorings: an un-anchored embedding, an embedding anchored on "american," and an embedding scaled with the first dimension anchored on "international" and "domestic;" the results are visible in Table 1 . We see that changing the anchoring points changes the most similar words, however, anchoring helps make these embeddings more interpretable. To test whether there was a statistically significant difference between American perceptions of global roles before and after 1945, I multiply the document-term matrix by the embedding dimension anchored on "international" and "domestic," creating an "internationalism" scale for documents. I test this hypothesis using a one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and reject the null hypothesis, that pre-1945 inaugural addresses are less internationalist than the post-1945 addresses at p < .05. This means pre-1945 addresses are more "internationalist" than the post-1945 addresses. I plot the differing distributions in Figure 1 .
What explains this finding? One possibility, building on Herring (2008, ch. 1), is that the United States was not isolationist prior to 1945, that isolationism was largely a product of the 1920s and 1930s, however, the United States was more unilateral before 1945. Because the multilateral world order was a fact of life after 1945, it is possible presidents were less likely to comment on international affairs, international action was the norm, rather than the exception. Furthermore, the public played a larger role in shaping foreign policy action, particularly during the Vietnam War era, than it had previously (Aldrich et al., 2006) , and this could lead to a blurring of the lines between foreign and domestic politics when presidents address the public.
I compare the results from Bayesian Word Embeddings to the results from a standard model used in the social sciences to analyze text, the structural topic model (Roberts et al., 2016) 3 . I find that "domestic" and "international" topics are not linked, the structural topic model captures no relationship between these words. I then investigate the change in "domestic" and "international" topics before and after 1945, and find no effect. There is ample belief and qualitative evidence of a change in American views about the world after 1945, which is not captured in the structural topic model. These differing results suggest that the embeddings are capable of recovering patterns in language that document-based topic models cannot.
Diplomacy and the Onset of War
Natural language processing and text as data methods offer the opportunity to quantify decision-3 Results presented in the Appendix. Table 1 : The most similar words to "war," "peace," "american," "international," and "national," according to each of the anchoring choices, measured via cosine similarity. Choosing appropriate anchors leads to more interpretable embeddings than the unanchored model.
those with the greatest historical import. These are then redacted or declassified, typeset, compared to the original document, and printed and bound (McAllister et al., 2015) . To explore elite bellicosity, I investigate behavior during 1964-1966, the leadup to the Vietnam War, and the breakdown of the "Cold War Consensus" (Krebs, 2015) . The era is particularly interesting because, while the United States increased its commitment to Vietnam, it also engaged in several other interventions around the world (Herring, 2008, ch. 16 ). Thus, we would expect to see that an increase in bellicosity in the FRUS corpus would be correlated with an increase in hostile actions by the United States.
I measure hostility using the Cline Center Historical Event Data, coded from the New York Times (Althaus et al., 2017) . These data take the form (DATE, STATE A, ACTION, STATE B), where (STATE A, STATE B) are directed dyads, DATE is the day the event was observed, and ACTION is one of five categories of action: neutral, verbal cooperation, verbal conflict, material cooperation, or material conflict (Norris et al., 2017) . I select only those events where STATE A is the United States, and sum events at the biweekly level. I measure hostility using counts of material conflict events, and display the hostile event counts in Figure 2 .
To calculate bellicosity, I first estimate a Bayesian Word Embedding model, with context window of 9, K = 50, keeping any word that occurs at least 40 times. I then anchor the embeddings on a "war-peace" dimension. I summarize the results of the anchoring using Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection for Dimension Reduction (UMAP), which calculates a low dimensional number of components, similar to principal components analysis. Unlike PCA, UMAP calculates distance using cosine similarity, while balancing both global and local structure in the embeddings (Becht et al., 2019) . I present results in Table 2 , and the components reveal themes in the corpus, clustering by region and issue, helping highlight the face validity of the embeddings.
To estimate the bellicosity of a given document, I multiply the war-peace dimension by the document term matrix, averaging document bellicosity scores at the bi-weekly level. I plot the bi-weekly bellicosity scores in Figure 2 .
To determine if there is a relationship between hostile events and bellicosity, I regress events on the lagged bellicosity (to account for a delay in policy implementation), using a Poisson generalized linear model, due to the count-distributed nature of the outcome. 4 I plot the regression line against the data in Figure 3 , and find a positive and statistically significant effect.
This result suggests that bellicosity in elite deliberations, captured in diplomatic documents, results in an increase in conflictual events, which suggests that the documents in the FRUS corpus do not simply contain cheap talk, these deliberations ultimately shape policy. These findings also help establish the validity of the "bellicosity" scale, that is, it correlates with an entirely 1964 1965 1966 1967 Average Bellicosity Score
Biweekly Bellicosity Score Date, Biweekly, 1964 −1966 Figure 2: Plotting material conflict event counts and bellicosity scores over time aggregated at the bi-weekly level. Both bellicosity and the count of material conflict events increase with time, as the United States increased its involvement in the Vietnam War.
separate dataset, which captures a similar phenomena. All replication materials are available at https://github.com/adamlauretig/ bwe_application_naacl_2019.
Conclusion
In this paper, I introduced Bayesian Word Embeddings, a method for estimating word embeddings which uses variational bayesian methods. I incorporated Automatic Relevance Determination pri- ors on the embedding dimensions, relaxing the requirement that all dimensions have equal weight. Linking word embeddings to Bayesian latent variable models, I then discussed issues with identification, and solutions proposed in the ideal-point literature, as well as offering an alternative which allows for scaling along dimensions of interest, which creates model model that can then be used in a regression.
I applied Bayesian Word Embeddings to two cases: examining the change in American attitudes about the world before and after 1945 as captured in Presidential inaugural addresses, and then, testing whether an increase in the bellicosity of internal elite discussion (in diplomatic documents) results in an increase in American hostility. I found that there was a statistically significant different in the views of the world expressed in inaugural addresses, and that this shift was the opposite of what hypotheses generated from international relations theory would expect. When testing the effect of bellicosity on the hostility of American foreign policy, I that an increase in bellicosity resulted in an increase in hostility.
Overall, I have contributed a tool which can serve many purposes for social scientists. By building a probabilistic embedding model, I have constructed a tool which moves beyond documentbased inferential approaches to text as data, allowing inference on individual words. This promises new reaches for social scientists, in particular, the promise of crossover with interpretivist work, building on Nelson (2017) . Concepts such as securitization theory (Waever, 1995) draw on the idea that language and word choice by elites shape the attitude of the public, and through the methods introduced above provide the opportunity to generate statistical tests for hypotheses derived from theories like securitization theory.
Future methodological work will follow three tracks. The first will build on Rudolph et al. (2016) and Han et al. (2018) , one goal is incorporating document-level metadata into embedding estimation, allowing embeddings to vary according to document-specific attributes, and then, identifying the resulting embeddings. The second will take advantage of stochastic variational inference (Hoffman et al., 2013) to enable Bayesian Word Embeddings to scale to massive corpora. Finally, the third track for future word will involve tying the anchoring approach discussed above with the emerging literature on making casual claims from text (Fong and Grimmer, 2016; Mozer et al., 2018) , and taking advantage of the word similarities to identify appropriate linguistic counterfactuals. Figure 4: There is no significant difference between foreign and international topics before and after 1945, uncertainty is displayed with 95% confidence intervals.
A Comparing BWE to STM
Unlike the results from the Bayesian Word Embedding, the structural topic model detects no difference in topics before and after 1945. The top words, as determined by FREX score, are visible in 3.
International Topic Domestic Topic representative pacific civilization territory making question international whilst tax importance popular constitution concern slavery supreme domestic Table 3 : Top eight words from structural topic model for international and domestic topics, by FREX score.
B Inauguration Robustness Check
One concern with the role of internationalism in inaugural addresses is that by splitting at 1945, the "internationalism" of the pre-1945 sample is due to World War Two, and the Roosevelt presidency. To account for this, I re-estimate the KolmogorovSmirnov test from above, excluding the Roosevelt inaugural addresses, and present the results in 5. This compares inaugurals from before 1932 to those after 1945, and the substantive results do not change.
C GLM without Outliers
To ensure that the results presented in Figure 3 were not the results of outliers, I removed any outliers and high-leverage points, and re-fit the model. The results were the same, as visible in Figure 6 . 
Material Conflict Events Increase in Response to Bellicosity in Foreign Policy
Figure 6: An increase in bellicosity is associated with an increase in U.S.-initiated hostile events. The regression is from a Poisson generalized linear model, and uncertainty is displayed with 95% confidence intervals.
